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ABSTRACT 
Is it necessary to pivot when solving an unsymmetric positive definite linear 
system Ax = b? Define T= (A + A ‘)/Z and S = (A + Ar)/2. It is shown that pivoting 
is unnecessary if the quantity ~~ST-‘S~Jz/~~A(~2 is suitably small with respect to the 
working machine precision. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An n X n real matrix A is positive definite if x TAx > 0 for all nonzero x in 
R”. Setting A = T+ S, where 
T= (A +A ‘)/2, (1.1) 
“the symmetric part of A,” and 
S=(A-AT)/2 (I-2) 
“the skew-symmetric part of A,” we see that A is positive definite if and only 
if T is positive definite. Such matrices have a number of important properties 
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[4]. In particular, if A is positive definite, then each of its principal sub 
matrices is nonsingular and therefore the factorization 
A = LDMT, 
exists. 
L, M unit lower triangular, 
D = diag( d,, . . . , d,) 
0.3) 
The LDM T factorization is a slight rearrangement of the more familiar 
LU factorization (U= DMT) and can be computed in n3/3 operations using 
either Gaussian elimination or Crout reduction techniques [6, p. 131_ff.J. 
Denoie computed quantities with the “hat” notation “l,” and suppose L, D, 
and M are used to solve Ax = b. Using the general roundoff error. analysis 
of deBoor and Pinkus [3], it can be shown that the computed solution i 
satisfies 
where 
(A+E)i = b, 
Here, u is the machine precision (i.e., P’-‘. where t digit, base p arithmetic 
is used), and c,, is a constant which depends linearly on n and whose exact 
value depends upon the details of the algorithm. The matrix absolute value 
1.1 is defined by ]Z]=(]zil]), and th e 
all i and i. 
relation ]Z] < ]Y] implies ]zii] < I yit] for 
For general matrices it is customary to pivot and thereby determine the 
L_oM,’ factorization of a row permuted version of A. The resulting matrix 
IL) IDI IA?\ can then be suitably bounded, implying from (1.4) and (1.5) that 
2 satisfies a “nearby” linear system. 
For several important classes of matrices, however, pivoting is not a 
numerical necessity. This is always a welcome state of affairs from the 
standpoint of program simplicity and efficiency. For example, if A is both 
positive definite and symmetric, then (a) M = L in (1.3), (b) computational 
requirements are reduced to n3/6, and (c) the matrix E in (1.4) can be 
shown to satisfy 
where 9,, is a constant quadratic in n and ]]A]], =maxi C i]uij]. See [3] for 
details. Since rounding errors of order u]]A ]I m are usually present in A to 
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begin with, it can be concluded from (1.4) and (1.6) that pivoting is 
unnecessary when solving synmetic positive definite linear systems. 
Is pivoting necessary when A is positive definite but unsymmetric? 
Buckley [1,2] considered this question for positive definite systems of the 
form 
(Z+S)x = b, ST = -S. (1.7) 
These systems arise from the discretization of certain differential operators. 
It turns out that if 
(z+s) = LU 
is the LU factorization of (I+ S), then the pivots u, satisfy 
where the e-norm of a matrix 2 is defined by 
IIN = the largest eigenvalue 0fZrZ. 
Since the pivots are nicely bounded away from zero, Buckley concluded that 
it is safe not to pivot when applying Gaussian elimination to (1.7). 
This conclusion has to be qualified for general positive definite systems, 
as the example 
A=[_; ;I=[; f]+[ _; ;] (l%>O) 
indicates. This matrix has a perfect condition number in the e-norm, 
](A]]s]]A-‘]]a = (~‘+l)~‘~(e~+l)-~/~ = 1, 
and therefore, if Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting is used to solve 
Ax= b, the solution will be correct to nearly full working precision. How- 
ever, if the solution is obtained via the factorization 
then rounding errors of order U/E can be expected to contaminate the result. 
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The problem, of course, is the presence of large entries in L, D, and M. 
In the next section we show that this can only occur if 11 ST -‘S (I2 is large, 
where the matrices T and S are given by (1.1) and (1.2) respectively. Notice 
that in the above example, this quantity has the value of l/&. 
2. THEORETICAL BOUNDS 
In this section we put finite precision arithmetic aside and examine how 
big the factors L, D, and M can get when A = LDM* is positive definite. 
Ignoring the distinction between exact and computed quantities, we con- 
clude from (1.5) that a bound on ) LI 1 D 11 M *I is what we need. For this 
purpose we shall use the Frobenius norm: 
THEOREM. Let A be an n X n positive definite matrix having the 
factorization 
A=LDM*, 
where L and M are unit lower triangular and D =diag(d,, . . . , d,,). Zf 
then 
T=(A + AT)/2 and S=(A -A*)/2, 
11 ILI PI lMTl IIF gn[ II TL+ IIST-lSII,]. (24 
Proof. Let the Cholesky decomposition of the symmetric positive defi- 
nite matrix T be given by 
T= GGT, G lower triangular, 
and partition L - ’ and M -I into their respective rows as follows: 
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From the equation LDM T = GG T + S we find 
89 
DM~L-~ = (G~L-~)~(GTL-T)+L-%L-T, 
where L- T denotes the inverse of the transpose of L. Since M 'L -T is unit 
upper triangular and since the diagonal of the skew symmetric matrix 
L - 'SL - T is zero, it follows by comparing (k, k) entries that 
4 = llGTy& k = l,...,n. (2.2) 
Thus, if D’i2=diag(fl ,..., a) we obtain 
Similarly, 
M-~LD=(G~M-~~(G~M-I)+M 
implies 
IjGTM-TD-1/2)1~ = n. 
2 
=?Z. 
?!YM-~ 
Now since ( LD'/2)(D1/2MT)= GGT+ S, we have the identities 
LD'12 = (G+SG-T)(GTM-TD-1'2) 
and 
< 6 IIG+SG-TII, 
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and 
which imply 
II I-4 PI WI IIF= lLD”21 W2MTl IIF 
< )ILD”2(),IID”2MTIIF 
<nJIG+SG-TIJ,IIGT+G-1S112. 
The theorem now follows by using the identities IIZ()2,=)IZZTJIZ=IIZTZ112 
to prove 
=(JT-ST-‘SII, 
< Il7’ll2+ll~7’-‘~lI2 (2.3) 
and similarly 
lIGT+G-lSIJ;< (ITIJ,+IIST-‘SIJ, n (2.4) 
What this theorem implies for positive definite linear system solvers will 
be discussed in the next section. However, as affirmed by our earlier 2 X 2 
example, it is clear that a large II ST - ‘S II2 may imply unacceptably large 
I4 PI WTI an d a consequent need for pivoting. 
We conclude this section by generalizing Buckley’s result (1.8) concem- 
ing the pivots dk (his ukk). 
COROLLARY. 
1 
- rd,c< II~ll2+II~~-‘~ll2 
II T-712 
(k=l,...,n). (2.5) 
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Proof. Since L - ’ is a unit upper triangular matrix, its Icth column, yk, 
has a e-norm of at least unity. Hence, from (2.2) we obtain 
4 = IlG=~,ll; = Y~TTY~ 
> II Yklll > 1 
IIT-% IIT-‘II2 ’ 
To establish the upper bound in (2.5), we once again use the identity 
LD’/2=(GGT+S)M-rD-1/2 
=(G+SG-~)(G~M-~D-~/~). 
Let e, denote the kth column of the identity. Using (2.2) and (2.3), we find 
dk<IJ(LD1’2)ekll~=Il(G+SG-T)(GTM-TD-1’2ek)IIX 
< IIG+SG-TII~II(GT~-T)ekll~/dk 
< II TIl2 + II s-‘s 112. n 
3. PRACTICAL OBSER’ VATIONS 
If we assume that 
II ISI 1. 61 Ifi’1 IlF’ll ILI PI lMTl IIF, (34 
then (l-5), (2.1), and the inequality II Tl12 < llAl12 imply that the computed 
solution 3 satisfies 
(A+E)4 = b, (34 
where 
IIEII, < uw[ IIAII2+IW-‘Sll2] (3.3) 
The symbols “+” and “ < ” remind us that these are heuristic results. By 
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setting S = 0 in (3.3) we “essentially” obtain the same bound that Wilkinson 
[7] derived in his classical roundoff error analysis of the Cholesky factoriza- 
tionA=GGT. 
Now from the usual sensitivity analysis of linear systems [6, p. 194 ff.] we 
know that if Ax = b and (A + F) y = b, then roughly speaking 
where 
Ilx- Yll2 < llw2 
ll4l2 
- K2(4 
llAll2 
KZ(A) = llAll2 IIA-‘II2 
is the condition of A. Hence, from (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain the key result 
1 K2(4 
On the other hand, the corresponding result for 9riV, the computed solution 
obtained via Gaussian elimination with pivoting, is roughly of the form 
II’- ‘pivll2 
llxll2 
<upn3~2(A), (3.5) 
where p is the “growth factor.” Assuming p+ 1 and ignoring the unimportant 
factors nc,, and n3, we see that the main distinction between (3.4) and (3.5) is 
the factor 
a= IIST-lSII, 
Plle * 
Based on dozens of “randomly generated” examples, our experience has 
been that it is safe not to pivot in problems having a small 52. In other words, 
heuristic (3.4) can be trusted in practice. However, if S? is large, then it is 
more difficult to draw conclusions from (3.4). A large Q may certainly imply 
a need for pivoting, as the 2 X 2 example of Section 1 indicates. But to show 
that an accurate x can be obtained despite a large Q, we consider the linear 
system 
Ax=(GGT+S)x=b, P-6) 
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where 
0, i <j. 
G=(q)> q= 1, i=i, 
-1, i >j, 
1 
_1()X(_l)i+‘(‘-‘)/2, i<i, 
s=(sij)9 sii = 0, i = i, 
10~ (_ l)i+i(i-W2, i>i, 
and b is chosen such that the exact solution is given by x = (1, 1, . . . , 1)r. The 
system has the property that 
and so by increasing the dimension n we can arbitrarily increase the bound 
in (3.4). Using IBM/370 short precision arithmetic (u = lo-‘), we solved 
(3.6) for n =5, 10, 15, 20, and 25. Table 1 summarizes our findings. 
TABLE 1 
(f) 
5 4x1o-6 1x1o-2 2x1o-5 8x102 l-102 
10 1x10-5 2x10’ 3x 1o-5 2x105 l-102 
15 2x1o-5 3x104 5x 1o-5 3x105 l-102 
20 2x1o-5 4x107 7x 1o-5 5x105 l-102 
25 4x 1O-5 6x 10” 1x1o-4 8x105 l-102 
We have tabulated &K,(A) and UK~(A) because these are the key factors 
in the upper bounds of (3.4) and (3.5) respectively. It is clear from columns 
(b) and (c) in the table that the upper bound in (3.4) is extremely pessimistic. 
For all the values of n selected, the matrix A is fairly well conditioned, as 
evidenced by column (d), which indicates the error which can be expected 
when Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting is applied to (3.6). There is 
no way we know to explain why such good solutions were obtained without 
pivoting, in view of the largeness of 52 and the numbers in column (e). 
Perhaps a more refined analysis would reveal that the size of the pivots has a 
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critical bearing on the relative error, for as we see in these examples, the (s, 
are rather nicely behaved. 
As a final example, we demonstrate how our analysis can be applied to 
the linear system which arises from the discretization of the boundary value 
problem 
y”(~>=p(x)y’(x)+q(x)y(r)+r(x) (--l<x<l), 
y(-l)=a, y(l) =P9 464 2 0. 
Although this is a simple problem, it illustrates how an estimate of Q can be 
obtained from information relating to the underlying differential equation. 
Set h=2/(n+l) and x,-a+&, i=O,...,n+l. Following Ortega [5, 
p. 96 ff.], if we replace the above derivatives with appropriate divided 
differences, then we are led to a linear system Ay =d in the unknowns 
y,+y(r,) (is1 ,..., n), where 
A= 
and 
a1 - Cl 0 
-b2 a, -c2 
*. 
*. -. 
-b,_, a,,_, -c”-~ 
0 bn a, 
a, = 2 + h2qi, qi = 4649 
bi = 1 + prh/2, Pf = Phh 
ci = 1- p,h/2. 
The symmetric matrix T = (A + A ‘)/2 has the form T = Tl + T,, where 
-1 a, 
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and 
0 w2 0 
W2 0 W3 
T,= ‘.. ‘*. *.. 
while the skew symmetric matrix S = (A -A ‘)/2 has the form 
Now if we assume that p’(x) is continuous on [ - 1, 11 and that 
then 
and thus 
II T2ll2 <h2. 
Since the smallest eigenvalue of Tl is bounded below, 
(3.7) 
> 2h2 (h < I>, 
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we obtain the following lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue of T: 
Xmin( T) > A,,,J T,) - 11 Tzllz > 2h2 - h2= h’. 
Thus, T = (A + A ‘)/2 is positive definite, and moreover, 
IIT-‘II,< l/h’. 
Setting 
(3.8) 
pInax= max I P(X)L 
-l<x<l 
it is easy to verify that 
lI~I12~2hPmax~ 
and therefore 
Q < IW-‘WI, 
IIAII, < II~II~IIT-‘II2 
Thus, if the function p(x) is both smooth enough and small enough, the 
matrix A is positive definite and pivoting is unnecessary. 
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